
VacMaster Gives You The Power of a 
Vac Truck in a Portable Industrial Vacuum 

VacMaster 1550 with full HEPA filtration is the industry proven
alternative to the high cost of large tank based vacuum trailers. 
Save time and money when compared with expensive vacuum 
truck hire services.
Typical Uses
Hazardous Lead and Asbestos materials and fine dust recovery. 

Lead dust contaminated ceiling vacuuming. 

Material recovery into Bulk Bags. (using optional loading frame) 

Drainage channel and storm water pipe cleaning. 

Sump or pit cleaning jobs. 

Post Fire & Flood damage cleaning. 

Oil and other bulk liquid spill recovery jobs. 

Bulk wet and dry recovery into 205 litre (44 Gallon) steel drums. 

Vacuum Excavation and Potholing tasks. 

Industrial Plant and Machinery cleaning. 

Ideal as a multi-purpose, heavy duty, industrial clean up vacuum. 

Features
Automatic Filter Cleaning System for continuous suction. 

Vacuum truck like power with true industrial grade suction. 
Reliable Briggs & Stratton Vanguard 16HP electric start petrol engine.

10m x 76mm (3”) industrial grade smooth bore vacuum hose. 

20m x 63mm (2.5”) flexible, lightweight smooth bore vacuum hose 

Heavy duty 450mm wide brush floor and liquid squeegee tools. 

Steel hose reel capable of storing up to 40 metres of hose. 

Quad hybrid drive motors produce 16M² (560cfm) per minute airflow. 

Can vacuum load materials directly into plastic steel drum liner bags. 

Heavy duty solid castor wheels for easy ground handling. 

Optional Bulk Bag Loading Frame for loading into spout top bulka bags. 

Optional 330 / 500 litre capture tank with angled floor dump hatch. 

High Performance Wet or Dry Operation 

Powerful Vacuum Truck Like Performance 

Vacuum into Plastic Bag Lined Steel Drums 
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